**Storybooks**

**Colour Storybooks**  
**UPDATED!**

Features:
- A fresh new design and font
- New pages to develop automatic word reading: Green Words are split into ‘Story Green Words’ (specific to the story) and ‘Speedy Green Words’ (high frequency green words)
- ‘Red Word’ grids to give children practice reading red words from both current and previous stories.

**My dog Ned**

This is Ben.  
This is Ned.  
Ned is Ben’s dog.  
Ned has a bad leg.  
Yap yap

**Black and White Storybooks**  
**UPDATED!**

Features:
- The same new fresh design and font used in the colour Storybooks
- Red Ditty Books for extra practice at home
- New guidance to parents for reading at home.

**Tab’s kitten**

Tab the cat has had a kitten.  
“Tab! Tab!”  
I’ve got fish and milk!”  
calls Meg.